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OVERVIEW
This policy should be read in conjunction with “Guidance on learning in schools and settings from the
autumn term” pdf and in addition, to the latest Welsh Government guidance “Live-streaming safeguarding
principles and practice for education practitioners” pdf.
Remote learning can:
• take place more independently at different points in time, based on the learner’s wishes or
		 home circumstances (asynchronous) and
• take place with multiple learners and teachers at the same time, usually online (synchronous).

ASYNCHRONOUS
Asynchronous approaches provide greater flexibility and can be easier for parents/carers and learners to manage
at home, so should be the main approach considered by schools and settings when organising distance learning.
Live streaming events is an asynchronous approach involving a video flow from a broadcaster to viewers. Viewers
cannot be seen or heard although there may be a functionality to interact via typed messages. Live-streamed
events can be watched live or can be accessed after it’s been recorded.

SYNCHRONOUS
Synchronous approaches, such as live video streaming, may be practical and appropriate in certain circumstances
particularly in support of learner engagement and well-being. Synchronous lessons with learners can also be very
useful for keeping in contact with learners. Synchronous approaches involve multiple parties with the option for
each participant to turn on cameras and audio. It requires all participants to take part at the same time. There are
many benefits, including the facilitation of interactions, positive impacts on learner engagement and well-being
and feedback to learners is instant and interactive.
Live-streaming and video conference of lessons can be used to enhance our Elfed High School learning provision
but this is on a purely voluntary basis; staff are not under any compulsion to do this.
Any staff wishing to live-stream a lesson must:
• Only use the MS Teams Class platform via Hwb
• Use a school issued device
• Follow the guidance set out below
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GUIDANCE FOR UNDERTAKING LIVE SESSIONS
SAFEGUARDING
The safeguarding and welfare of our learners is paramount and takes precedence over all other considerations.
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
•

Continue to follow school’s safeguarding policies. All issues relating to online safeguarding should be dealt
with in the same way as face-to-face teaching.
Policies and procedures for reporting incidents of misuse must be followed at all times. As outlined in the
‘Wales Safeguarding Procedures’, teachers have a duty to report children at risk (including online abuse) 		
under section 130 of the Social Services and Well-being (Wales) Act 2014.
Report any safeguarding concerns about a child as soon as possible to the Designated
Safeguarding Person.
If a child or young person is believed to be in immediate danger then the police should be contacted on 999.

PLANNING
Planning is critical to ensuring a safe and successful live session.
Staff should:
• consider the purpose, benefits and limitations of a live-session.
		 • Is an alternative method more appropriate, e.g. if a demonstration is planned, perhaps a screen recording 			
			 may be more suitable?
		 • What is the availability of learners, e.g. Will all learners be available? Will some need to join or
			 leave at different times? How many learners will be there and is this number appropriate for
			successful live-streaming?
		 • It is not appropriate to mandate that all learners attend a session. Learners that are unable to attend 					
			 must not be disadvantaged in any way.
• ensure the length of live-sessions are appropriate for learners;
• consider the availability/strength of each learner’s network connection and take steps to provide the best 				
		 possible conditions for stable connectivity if required). If there is likely to be inequality of access
		 due to connectivity issues, hardware issues, caring for siblings or any other reason, alternative lesson formats
		 may need to be considered;
• ensure the session is planned in advance. Schedule the session at an allotted time on the calendar in Teams 		
		 with the learners and invite a suitable colleague to the session;
• check all content is appropriate and for any tasks requiring online research, check the suitability of the websites
		 prior to the session;
• ensure that all learners have access to any software applications required;
• be mindful that if the session includes tasks, some learners may require more time than others;
• ensure the ‘Appropriate Use Agreement’ has been viewed by all learners involved in the live-session;
• Be familiar with features of Microsoft Teams and how to use it effectively
		 (more information can be found here).
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LOCATION AND CAMERA SETTINGS
It is essential that staff consider their location and camera settings carefully to maintain a professional and
responsible disposition at all times.
Staff should:
•
		
•
•
		
		
•
•
		
		
•
		
•

choose a neutral location that is appropriate and safe. Ensure you choose an appropriate venue
(e.g. a living room, a study or a kitchen).;
change or blur the background display using the facility on MS Teams;
consider carefully what is in view of the camera, i.e. check that the background is professional and
does not contain images or information that should not be shared or that could be deemed inappropriate.
It may be helpful to ask a ‘critical friend’ to check what is in view of the camera;
reduce the possibility of the session being interrupted by household members or pets;
make turning the camera on optional for learners – be mindful that they may not want to be visible.
Encourage learners to work from a suitable shared home location where they feel comfortable, preferably 			
accompanied by their parent/carer;
be mindful of audio clarity. The use of a headset with microphone (like those available with many
mobile phones) is recommended;
turn off any devices such as Alexa and Google/Siri

PROFESSIONAL CONDUCT
Live-sessions are on a voluntary basis. If staff choose to undertake live sessions, they should continue to work in
the same professional manner as they would in the classroom.
Staff should:
•
•
•
•
		
•
		
•
		
•

adhere to professional standards of dress when in front of the camera;
never have one-to-one live-streaming sessions with learners;
ensure that there is a suitable colleague invited to the live session;
be conscious that in an online environment remarks are being heard by a number of learners and could be 			
easily misconstrued.;
end the session for all participants, ensuring learners are not left alone and unsupervised in a session
that you have left;
be mindful of the need for confidentiality; especially if live-streaming a session from a venue where other adults
or children are present;
when undertaking a live-session from home, consider turning off their camera.

RECORDING LIVE-SESSIONS
As a live-stream recording constitutes personal data, staff must comply with Elfed High School’s data protection
policies and GDPR regulations.
Staff should:
•
•
		
•
		

record all live-sessions in their entirety;
create a folder titled ‘Live-Sessions’ in the Files section of their Teams Class and save all live-sessions
in this folder. These recordings must not be deleted. No recordings must be downloaded onto machines.
not share recordings. If teachers intend on recording a lesson to share with learners at a later date,
this should be done as an asynchronous activity without learners being present in the recording.

*Please note: Recordings will not be used for any teacher evaluation purposes.
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LEARNERS’ BEHAVIOUR
When working with learners, staff should clearly set out acceptable behaviours and expectations at
the beginning of each session.
Staff should:
•
•
•
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
		

clearly communicate that ‘classroom standard’ of behaviour is expected from all attendees;
establish expectations from the outset;
create and agree clear ground rules and standards of behaviour based on their existing school behaviour 				
management policy;
explain the rules at the introduction of the session, e.g. who can speak, how to ask a question or ask for help.
If this is the first time that lessons are delivered online, it may take some time in becoming familiar
with the new environment. Using the chat function can allow structured engagement with attendees
but may be best to only offer this facility after the teacher has finished speaking, in the same way
as would happen in the classroom;
continue to remind learners about agreed rules at the start of each session, the ‘Appropriate Use Agreement’ 		
and outline how they can raise concerns if required.

APPENDIX 1 – FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
1. WHAT DO I DO IF A LEARNER JOINS THE CLASS FROM AN INAPPROPRIATE LOCATION?
Ideally learners would log into the class from a public area in their home. In some circumstances, this may place
an unreasonable burden on family spaces. Assess each situation and discuss with Learning Director/AW if you are
uncomfortable with the location(s) learners are logging in from.

2. A LEARNER SPEAKS OR BEHAVES INAPPROPRIATELY IN A LIVE-STREAMING LESSON HOW DO I REACT?
All the normal standards of behaviour apply in the online classroom. Although learners will not be in a classroom
environment, where possible, issues should be dealt with in the same way as they would have been if the incident
had taken place in a normal classroom environment. Seek advice from your HoS if this is required.

3. A LEARNER SHARES SOMETHING INAPPROPRIATE ON THEIR SCREEN – WHAT DO I DO?
Remove the learner if they are behaving inappropriately. To remove someone, open the participant list and click
the X beside the name of the learner you want to remove. If something inappropriate is shared on the screen, end
the session as soon as possible and raise the issue with HoS (or AW if this is a Child Protection issue). All learners
in the room can then be contacted as soon as possible after the event to inform them of what happened, and what
the arrangements are for future classes. As per safeguarding guidelines, you must write a full account and record
this on CPOMS, alerting AW.
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4. WHAT DO I DO IF LEARNERS LOG ON TO THE LESSON DRESSED INAPPROPRIATELY?
This should be dealt with in the same way as it would be in a face-to-face classroom setting and also comply with
expectations outlined in the ‘Appropriate Use Agreement’.

5. A LEARNER ASKS FOR A ONE-TO-ONE ONLINE CHAT ABOUT A SERIOUS ISSUE THAT IS
CONCERNING THEM. WHAT IS THE PROTOCOL FOR THAT?
Do not engage in a one-to-one live situation with a learner online. Where a learner needs to discuss a serious
issue, an arrangement can be made for another time online with two members of staff present in the meeting.
If a learner refuses to have another person present then you must refer the matter to AW.

APPENDIX 2 LIVE-SESSIONS ‘APPROPRIATE USE AGREEMENT’
The live-streaming of lessons may be used to enhance the Elfed High School learning provision but this is on a purely
voluntary basis, staff are not under any compulsion to do this.
For ‘Live-Sessions’ to be effective, the following criteria must be agreed prior to every live-session and followed
during the live-session:
Teacher agrees to:
•
•
		
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
		
•
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Only use MS Teams via Hwb as the platform for live-sessions;
post this ‘Appropriate use Agreement’ on the Teams Class for agreement from all learners before starting any 		
live-session, identifying how learners can raise concerns if required;
calendar a live-session with the whole class and a suitable member of staff;
update the MS Teams calendar about any cancelled sessions or changes in arrangements;
record all live-sessions in their entirety and save the recordings in a folder titled ‘Live-sessions’ in the Files 			
section of the Teams Class that is shared with the learners involved;
record the live-session in an appropriate location and be appropriately dressed;
explain the rules at the introduction of the session, e.g. who can speak, how to ask a question or ask for help;
allow learners the choice of participating through either video or audio facilities;
ensure that they keep themselves up-to-date with all relevant policies and procedures, including online safety, 		
safeguarding and data protection policies;
remove a learner from the live-session if they fail to meet the criteria of this agreement;
not partake in a one-to-one live-session;
prevent a one-to-one situation at the end of an online class by disconnecting all participants from Teams
at the close of the session;
turn off any devices such as Alexa and Google/Siri.
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Learner agrees to:
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
		
•
•
•

be punctual for all sessions;
access the relevant files for each session in advance and have the materials to hand;
make sure they have all power adaptors and laptops ready before the session begins and are logged
into the session;
show respect for everyone in the online classroom;
dress appropriately for all classes, thinking about respect for others;
ensure the location they log in from is appropriate, i.e. give consideration to background noise and if using
the video facility ensure consideration is given to background, camera angle, privacy, etc.;
seek to contribute to the class in a positive manner and not be disruptive at any time
not share images of the class;
turn off any devices such as Alexa and Google/Siri.

Teacher name (print):

Teacher signature:

APPENDIX 3 - STUDENT EXPECTATIONS FOR PARTICIPATING IN LIVE
SESSIONS & LIVE-SESSIONS ‘APPROPRIATE USE AGREEMENT’
I agree to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
		
•
•
•
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be on time for all sessions;
access the relevant files for each session in advance and have the resources I need ready;
make sure I have all power adaptors and laptops ready before the session begins;
show respect for everyone in the online classroom;
dress appropriately for all classes, thinking about respect for others;
ensure the location I log in from is appropriate. For example, give consideration to background noise and
if using the video facility, ensure thought is given to background, camera angle and privacy.
seek to contribute to the class in a positive manner and not be disruptive at any time;
if using the video facility, not share images of the class;
turn off any devices such as Alexa and Google/Siri.
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LIVE SESSIONS: GUIDANCE FOR STUDENTS

PROCESS
Your teachers will also follow these guidelines when setting up live sessions:
•
		
•
•
		
•
		
•

Teachers will calendar a video conference with the whole class at an allotted time in your
Teams Calendar.
Teachers will not hold live sessions with individual students.
Teachers will ensure that any session between teachers and students is recorded and is stored
in the appropriate school/team file shares.
Everyone will ensure that the session is taken in an appropriate location and that staff and students
are appropriately dressed.
Staff will disable student audio when managing student participation and when necessary.

BEFORE YOU GET STARTED WITH LIVE SESSIONS USING TEAMS
•
		
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
•
•
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Make sure that the room you are going to be in is clear of things that might embarrass you.
Specifically, look at your walls and try to pick one that has a plain background that people will not take
offence at or find humour in. Arrange to use a room in your house other than a bedroom.
A kitchen/dining room is usually best.
Try before you go live! When you click the Join button under the video camera at the bottom of
the chat page – this shows the live feed before the call. This way you can see what others see before
you go ‘live’ and you can make alterations to make the image look better.
Tell others in your house what you are doing. Your parents/carers can help you by keeping your 				
surroundings quiet enough for you to engage with your learning. If your parents know and understand
what it is you are trying to achieve, then they will help make sure that it all goes smoothly.
Sit still and quietly for a moment and listen to the sounds around you. If you can hear noises,
then there is a high chance that people in your meeting will too. Before starting, see if you can find
a quieter place or attempt to control what is happening in your surrounding environment.
Consider using headphones if you have a set so that you can hear clearly.
Remember that you are going to be in an educational environment! Dress and act appropriately.
The same expectations of showing RESPECT, RESPONSIBILITY, PUNCTUALITY at school apply
in a virtual environment.
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WHEN YOU ARE IN A LIVE SESSION
•
		
		
•
•
•
		
•
		
		
		
		
•
•
		
•
		

Make sure you are on time. The length of the live session may only be 15-20 minutes depending on
the work to be covered. Do not expect it to be for the whole lesson. Your teacher may indicate this 			
when setting the length of the conference in your calendar.
Start with your camera off and microphone muted and wait to be invited by the teacher.
Have your video and audio turned off until invited to switch on by the teacher.
Make sure you mute any audio on your device and then unmute when you need to talk to the teacher.
This is because background noise and competing voices can be a problem in large groups.
Use the “Chat” feature to ask questions of your teacher. The chat feature is the speech bubble icon
on the main bar that is visible during a video conference. This way your teacher can answer you 				
directly and communicate the response to the whole group. Inappropriate messages will lead to
the removal of a participant. The chat function is solely for asking questions which the teacher can 		
respond to during the video conference.
Participate as fully as possible in the learning activities.
You may not, at any time, record or take photos of your teacher of other participants during
the video conference.
Students must comply with Elfed High School’s Responsible Use of ICT and social media
student guidelines.

AFTER THE VIDEO CONFERENCE
•
		
•
•
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Make sure you use the ‘Leave Meeting’ by clicking on the red hang up icon to exit the meeting
when it is finished.
Follow up the learning activities and complete all assigned tasks that your teacher has given you to.
Understand that the rules used at school also apply in a virtual classroom.
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